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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the design and construction details of a sound
proof enclosure for ho니sing 20 KVA diesel generator-set. As the 
gen은rator had to be installed close to the hospital building, 코t was 
desirable to i■角due은 the transmission of noise by housing the 
generator in such an enclosure. The diesel engine being an air 
cooled one, it was essential to supply fresh air into the 은nclos니re 
for its cooling. Forced inflow of air is provided through an inlet 
duct located in such a way that the incoming fresh air is thrown 
close to the inlet of cooling fan of the engine. 丁h은 high velocity 
air streamr 나hich heats up whil운 passing over the engirt head, 
은scapes to the atmosphere thro니gh a rectangular outl얀t d니ct with 
enlarged inlet that rec은ives hot air fr。까 the engine. The air ducts 
wer으 designed specially and have been provided with acoustic lining 
for sound absorption. The masonary enclosure has been provided with 
double glazed fixed windows and double doors. The 은xliaust pipe of 
th으 engine fitted with a muffler has been taken out through the 
은nclosur은 wall facing away from the hospital. Acoustic performance 
studies conducted in terms of attenuation provided by the enclosure 
at differ은nt frequencies have also been presented and discussed. The 
noise control measures adopted for b니ilding the sound-* proof 
enclosure hev은 been found to be q나ite effective as the noise levels 
inside the hospital building are now within the acceptable limits.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many a time there is a need of power generator-set which has to be 
installed as a standby measure in the e나ent of pow으r c니ts or 
break-downs・ The d코esei generator-sets that are locally available 
are q니it은 noisy and 
invariably req니ire a sound 
proof 色 nclos 니r 은. An 
existing encJLos니re (or a 
building) can b 은 made 
sound-proof (Ref. 1,2) b니t 
it req니ires a lot many 
changes involving 
considerable labour and 
material, cost. It is thus 
always advisable and 

Fig.1. A view of th은 generator enclos니re
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economical to introduce all the noise control measures right at the 
design stage. One such enclosure has been constructed (Figure 1) to 
accommodate 20 KVA di야sal generator-set to supply power to the 
Hospital of P니njab Agricultural University, Ludhiana (India). It has 
been designed bv keening in mind the noise level of the generator
set and the 으ptabl은 noise levels at the sensitive points. The 
basis for s으］■ection of the site and orientation of the enclosure 
have been described first and the aco니Stic design details are then 
presented with the help of Figures > but without going into the 
details of civil engine으ring design. Finally the results of acoustic 
performance have been presented and discuss은d・ The noise levels 
recorded at the exposed facade of the hospital building and at th은 

residential area conform to the acceptable limit of 40 dB(A) (R은f.3) 
in hospital rooms.

2・ DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

The 니se of diesel generator-set as a standby source of power is 
quite essential for hospitals in the event of power break-downs. The 
diesel generator sets locally available are generally very noisy and 
have to be installed on the premises of such b니ildings. Keeping in 
view the lanscape and architectural considerations, the present site 
and orientation (Figure 1)was selected for the generator enclosure
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and the entrance to the enclosure had to be provided in its s。니th 
wall. The generator enclosure mees니ring 2750 mm x 4050 mm internally 
and with R.C.C. slab roof at a height of 3980 mm from the floor has 
1* brick (345 run) masonary walls. There is 900 mm porch ov운r 
entrance at the s。니th side. Th으 total thickness of the roof that 
includes RCC slab, Bitumen, m니d and til•야 layers is 250 mm. The 
details of the interior of the enclosure are seen in Figur은 2 and 
the construct코。n d은toils are given in Figures 3 and 4. The walls, 
roof and the fo니ndations (not sh。니n) are as per standard civil 
engine은ring design. For the enclosure to giv은 best acoustic 
performance, not only its walls should have high mass per 니nit area 
but these should be contin니。나s and uniform. Openings in a wall 
adversely affect its overall performance. The proportion of the 니aLL 
area occupied by window glazing also has an appreciable effect on 
the overall performance of the wall. Fresh air is r연quir은d not only 
for breathings of the engine b냐t also for its cooling; 은specially 
when th운 은ngine is air-cooled like the one w윤 hav윤， Forced air 
circulation will require t니。 op은nings* 니hich can be in the same wall 
or in two different walls. Th은 oth얀r opening which can b은 운ss으nticd 
ar은 the windows and doors. These have to be kept closed 이h은n ther으 

is forced circulation of air. Since we have to discharg은 the 운xhaust 
gases of combustion of the engin는 to the atmosphere, we huv으 to 
take the muffler tailpipe out tkn。나gh on으 of th은 니aLLs・ A high 
performance muffler can be used that can atten너at은 the exha니st noise 
by any am。나nt but it will not red니ce the nois으 to an acceptable 
level without 코ncreasing the back pr은ss니re on th으 engine and hence 
adversely affecting its output and the efficiency. The least costly 
and still the most effective 니 ay of nois 연 et ten 너at ion is by (i) 
increasing the distance between the source and the receiver and (ii) 
introducing the sere은ning effect. Many a time ther은 is a limit 
beyond which we can not increase the distance; but the screening 
effect can always be introd니cad at the d은sign stage with。니t much 
extra cost.
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As shown in Fig니re 1, the south wall which faces the hospital 
building and being nearest to it (only 19.3 m away) sho니Id have been 
a solid wall but the entrance had to be provided in this wall as 
mentioned above. Double door (1060 x 2000 mm) has been provided with 
an airgap of 300 mm. 35 mm thick wooden door with s。니nd absorbing 
panels fixed on its inner face is fitted inside and the 4 mm 
glass/steel door is on the outer side (Fig니re 4 (a)). The doors are 
provided with rubber foam gaskets for making them air tight. The 
west wall which is also close to the hospital building is solid, 
except that a double glazed window had to be provided with 4 mm 
glass panes fixed 250 mm apart (Figure 4(b)). This wall is expected 
to give very good overall performance. I he east wall has a window 
similar to the one mentioned above. Besides, it has an opening in 
the fojxn of hot air 。니tl은t d니ct (Figure 4d)) • The location of this 
wall with respect to the hospital is such that it provides some 
screening effect to the noise nxliated from it. The north wall is 
not only provided with the cooling air inlet d니ct (like the other 
duct) (Big니r으 4 (c)) and a small air exit near th은 top, but the tail 
pipe of th은 m니also comes out through this wall. The overall 
performance of this wall will obviously not be high. That is also 
not req니ired, because it faces the play gro니nds, school building and 
the residential area that are sufficiently away. The inlet and 
outlet d니cts are lin은d with so니nd absorbing material and their ends 
extending outside the enclosure are given downward bends* Noise 
atten니ates considerably as it flows 。얂t of the ducts. Provision of 
such ductsw improves the performance of the walls as compared to 
wh은n they have simple openings. The concrete roof,having additional 
layers of 까니d and tiles (Fig니re 4) and no opening thro니gh it, will 
p은rform well.

3. MEASUREMENT OF NOISE LEVELS

The noise levels of diesel engines measured insid은 th은 enclosure are 
normally around 105 dB(A), (Ref.2). The attenuation provided by the 
solid walls and the walls w코th certain proportion of area covered by 
windows and doors can be predicted (Ref.3). How윤v은r, when the 
situations arise like that of the north and east wall which are 
fitted with small d나cts having c니rved air flow passages, it is q니ite 
difficult to predict the overall attenuation provided by such walls. 
The commulative effect of the nois은 emitted by the exhaust muffler, 
noise transmitted through the wall and the cooling air chjct co니 

with the scr은은ning effect provided by the north wall, on the noise 
［은vel recorded at the north facade of the hospital tnjilding, could 
not however b은 predicted precisely. It was therefore essential to 
꺄eas니re the noise lev은Is at various locations, both inside and 
outside the enclosure and at the windows and in the rooms of the 
hospital. Bruel and Kjaer equipment was 니sed to treasure th은 dB(A) 
noise levels and also to carry out the fr은quency analyses. Noise 
level was 끼eesured at ten diff은！?ent locations inside the enclos니re 
with the double doors clos으d and it was found to vary from 104 to 
106 dB(A). Frog니ency analysis of the noise levels above the engirt 
나as also carried out. Noise levels, dB(A), wer은 measur은d at an 
interval of 2 m cMay from th운 enclosure in all the 4-directi©ns<J 
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Fr은qu은ncy analyses of th은 noise levels outside the north wall, south 
v/all were conducted to find the attenuation provided by the doors 
and the walls at different frequencies.

4. DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS

Noise level was recorded as 88 dB(A)at a point located 1 끼 away from 
the north 니all and one meter below the muffler. It was found to 
atten 니 ate to 52 dB(A) at the nearest 넝 all of the residentail 
building. Noise lev은］. outside the east wall provided w코th the hot 
air outlet duct was recorded as 79 dB(A) and it attenuated to 58 
dB(A) at the wall of the Community Hallr which is considered to be 
acceptable in view of the social activities normally held there. The 
nois은 level of 69 dB(A) j니st outside the south wall 니ith both the 
doors closed was found to attenuate to 50 d3(A) at the nearst point 
of the hospital. The noise inside the room was 40 d3(A) with the 
windews open.

Figure 5(a) compares 
centre frequencies 
recorded above the 
engine inside the 
enclosure, outside 
the north 니 oil 
where the exhaust 
noise is
predominant and 
out side the west 
wall where it is 
th 은 minimum. The 
difference between 
the noise levels 
insid으 th은

enclosure and 
outside the west 
wall, obviously 
gives the
attenuation 
provid은d by the 
solid wall which 
has ◦ maximum vc「Lu은 

of about 60 dB at 
1250 Hz.
Attenuation 
provided by the 
solid wall at very 
low frequencies 
(upto 63 Hz) is 
quite low (upto 10 
dB). An overall 
attenuation of 
(106-63 =)43 dB(A) 
has been provided 
by the l| brick

the noise lev은Is at various 1/3 octave band
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(345 mm) masonary wall.

The noise levels recorded upto 100 Hz outside the north wall are 
more than the corresponding nois은 levels r은corded inside the 
enclosure. This is partly because the low frequency noise from all 
the engine sources (other than the exhaust noise) is attenuated 
only slightly by the wall and partly because the low frequency 
exhaust noise not emitted inside the enclosure, is also not m나ch 
attenuated by the muffler. Attenuation above 100 Hz varies between 
15 to 20 dB・ An overall attenuation of (106-88 끄) 18 dB(A) has been 
provided by this wall. Figure 5 (b) compares the noise levels when 
(i) both the doors were open, (ii) only wooden (inner) door was 
closed and (iii) both doors were closed. Difference in noise level 
at the corresponding frequencies indicates that the attenuation 
provided at very low freq니encies (upto 80 Hz) is q니ite low (upto 8 
dB) for wooden door and upto 15 dB for the double door. Attenuation 
increases with frequency and it has been fo비nd to be upto 45 d3 for 
the double door at higher frequencies. Bases upon the dB(A) noise 
levels, an overall attenuation of (101-69그)32 dB has been provided^

5. CONCLUSIONS

The sound-proof enclosure designed and constructed for the 20 KVA 
diesel generator-set, installed closed to the University Hospital, 
has proved to be quite effective in containing the noise. Acoustic 
performance of the inlet and outlet air ducts do니ble glazed glass 
windows and the double door have been f。낞 nd to be q 니 ite 
satisfactory. Attenuation provided by the solid wall and the d。나ble 
door are 43 and 32 dB, respectively. Noise levels record은d at the 
exposed facade of the hospital are upto 50 dB(A). With the windows 
closed, the noise levels ins코de the room ar은 of the order of 40 
dB(A)r an acceptable noise limit for the hospitals. Likewise the 
noise levels recorded at the nearby resid은ntiaL area and the 
Community Hall are also well within the acceptable limit. In 
summer, not only the windows have to be kept open but the fans 
and/or air coolers also have to be used, which generate noise that 
varies between 50 to 60 dB(A); a level above that of the generator 
nois은 recorded at the windows.
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